Cognition State Evaluation by N-back in Mustard Gas Casualties: Dexmedetomidine versus Remifentanil in Cataract Surgery
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Background: Sulfur Mustard (SM) is an alkylating agent that has been used as a chemical warfare gas during World War II and by Iraqi army in the Iran-Iraq conflict between 1983 and 1988. SM can cause serious organ damages especially ocular, neurologic, coetaneous, bone marrow and pulmonary complications. On the other hand dexmedetomidine is a α2 agonist with sedative and analgesic effect with a short duration half-life. Considering these benefits, usage of dexmedetomidine would be a good choice in ophthalmic outpatient's surgeries to keep the cognition state in an acceptable condition comparing with other available drugs especially in patients with concurrent chemical burn injury.

Methods: After informed consent, patients with inclusion criteria were randomly divided in to two groups: dexmedetomidine (group D, n=50) and Remifentanil (group R, n=50). Cardiovascular signs, Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) score were recorded as baseline. Patients received respectively dexmedetomidine by infusion with a loading dose of 0.5µg/kg (during 10 minutes) in group D. The maintenance dose of 0.2µg/kg/hr was then started. Loading dose of remifentanil was given by 0.1µg/kg (during 10 minutes); 5 minutes before local anesthesia in group R and maintenance dose of 0.05µg/kg/min was then started. In Post Anesthesia Care Unit (PACU) after 120 minutes of stopping drug infusions n-back and MMSE tests were performed.

Results: The MMSE score had no statistically difference between two groups before surgery (in subgroup age>=65 P= 0.5, and in subgroup age<65 P= 0.6) but in the PACU the score diverged statistically between two subgroups in age>=65 and age<65 years old respectively (in subgroup age>=65 P<0.0001, and in subgroup age<65 P= 0.03). The results of n-back test showed a more precision and rapidity in working memory in group D. (p<0.001 and p=0.002 respectively).

Conclusion: The result of n-back and MMSE revealed that the cognition state improves better in patients receiving dexmedetomidine comparing with those of remifentanil. Dexmedetomidine is safe for protecting the cognition state especially in patients with borderline respiratory reserve due to chemical burn injury.
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Sulfur Mustard is a very toxic vesicant that has been used as a chemical warfare agent. The severity of injury related to the dose and period of exposure. SM cause organ injuries like ocular and pulmonary complication [1-2]. Lung is the main target of SM. acute and late effects have been both stated after exposure to SM. novel approach in anesthesia is needed to have the minimum effects on pulmonary system. Cataract surgery is a common surgery that could be performed under monitored anesthesia care (MAC) with or without local anesthesia [1-2]. With sedoanalgesia, the patient is cooperative and physical reflexes are intact, so resulting in quick emerging and improved operative effectiveness, patient’s comfort, pleasure, and reliability [3-4]. Comparing with general anesthesia sedoanalgesia is a chosen method of day-case anesthesia [5]. In the elderly, post-operative cognitive dysfunction is a common problem after main surgery. However, the precise pathogenic mechanism is unidentified. Inflammatory response of hippocampus gland and neuronal apoptosis may cause to Postoperative Cognitive Dysfunction (POCD), and selective alpha 2 adrenal receptor excitation has a caring role. Dexmedetomidine, as a selective alpha 2 adrenal receptor agonist, has a role to protect the brain [6]. Remifentanil, a potent ultra-short-acting mu-receptor agonist is ordered intravenously and used for pain relief and anesthesia. Remifentanil shows some distinct
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pharmacokinetic structures. In tissues and plasma, it is metabolized by esterase organ-independently. Moreover, the onset of action is rapid ($\pm$ 1.5 minute) and does not gather in the body therefore, lessening the risk of opioid-induced respiratory depression and contributing in a short and anticipated drug effect window. These exceptional structures set remifentanil apart from other opioid agents and make this agent appropriate for the study of the cerebral mechanisms of the opioid system [7]. Anesthetics have effects on all the body parts and systems but the principal effects are on the nervous system. Post-anesthesia complications affect the cognitive functions in different degrees. In general anesthesia, quick retrieval of mental status is a significant target for anesthesiologists. Determining post-operative cognitive functions can measure the level of recovery or mental status alterations caused by anesthesia and surgery [8]. Some neuro-pathophysiological studies have recommended that POCD might even have some mechanisms with Alzheimer’s disease through disclosure of plasma β amyloid and Tau phosphorylation [9-10]. Working memory has been defined and debated in several ways: as a cognitive system for the transitory storage and manipulation of recalled data. This part of memory saves data briefly and is essential for cognitive activities [11]. N-back task is one of the most common trial patterns for functional neuroimaging studies of working memory. Subjects are requested to monitor the character or setting of a series of verbal or nonverbal stimuli and to specify whether the currently offered stimulus is the same as the one showed in previous trials [12]. Patients with restrictive lung disease caused by chemical burn injury, especially those as a long time effect of mustard warfare usually have difficulties in usage of sedative agents. Any unreasoned or improper use of drugs may cause serious unpleasant results. So any efforts must be in mind to reduce risk or respiratory problems in these patients.

In this randomized double blind study, by using two cognitive function tests (n-back, MMSE), we intended to observe whether the use of dexmedetomidine for sedation in cataract surgery was associated with a lower incidence of neurocognitive dysfunction in elderly when compared to remifentanil. We also assume that dexmedetomidine by its analgesic and sedative effect can help to fixed hemodynamic fluctuations and oxygen saturation in patients with mustard gas bronchitis to some extent.

**Methods**

This double blind randomized controlled trial was planned and carried out in mustard gas casualties candidate for cataract surgery under local anesthesia in Labbafinejad medical center between 2014-2015. Mustard gas casualties in Iran-Iraq war aged 40-70 years old, ASA Class I, II with operation time less than one hour were enrolled. Those with initial MMSE<23, any history of psychotonic conditions, head trauma and drug abuse were excluded. Patients were randomly allocated to two groups (n=50); group R (Remifentanil) and group D (Dexmedetomidine). Age and sex as demographic data were recorded. Baseline cardiovascular parameters including blood pressure (BP), heart rate (HR), mean arterial pressure (MAP) and O₂ saturation were documented.

Functional memory as a cognitive system for the temporary storage and manipulation of remembered information was assessed by n-back test, one of the most popular experimental paradigms for functional neuroimaging studies of working memory [12]. Subjects were asked to monitor the identity or location of a series of auditory stimuli and to indicate when the currently presented stimulus is the same as the one presented in trials previously.

If stimulation was like the two previous stimuli, patient pressed key 1 otherwise key 2. For each correct answer 1 point was given and each wrong answer had -0.5 point. Mini-Mental state examination (MMSE) was performed too to assess POCD. MMSE included orientation, memory, attention, calculation, recollection and linguistic ability. The score ranged 0-30 scores <23 considered as POCD.

Five minutes before local anesthesia was given, dexmedetomidine was infused in a loading dose of 0.5µg/kg (during 10 minutes) in the group D. The maintenance dose then with 0.2µg/kg/hr was started. During the procedure, Bispectral index (BIS) was kept between70-80. If it dropped down then the maintenance dose was decreased to 0.1µg/kg/hr and with increasing BIS the drug dose was increased to 0.4µg/kg/hr. Loading dose of remifentanil was given 0.1µg/kg (during 10 minutes); 5 minutes before local anesthesia in the group R and maintenance dose by 0.05µg/kg/min was started. During the procedure, BIS was preserved between 70-80. With decreasing BIS the drug dose declined to 0.025µg/kg/min and with increasing BIS the drug dose augmented to 0.1µg/kg/min.

Vital signs such as respiratory rate (RR), oxygen saturation (SpO₂), blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) were measured before anesthesia and every 5 minutes during surgery. All the patients received 5 Lit/min oxygen with oxygen mask. Situations like hypoxia, bradycardia, tachycardia, pain, vomiting and anxiety were treated with appropriate medications. Bradycardia (HR<40 for one minute) and tachycardia (HR>100 for one minute) were treated by 0.5 mg atropine and 0.1 mg propranolol (up to max dose 1 mg) respectively. Hypotension (MAP<60 mmHg for one minute) and hypertension (MAP>120 mmHg for one minute) were treated by 10 mg ephedrine and 50 µg TNG respectively. Since the patient were affected by mustard gas and bronchitis existed to some degree, oxygen with mask was inserted for all patients to keep spo₂>92%. Surgery was started at BIS 70-80. Heart rate, MAP and SpO₂ were recorded every 5 minutes. At the end of surgery drug administration was stopped and patients were transferred to recovery room. In recovery room after 120 minutes MMSE and N-back tests were performed.

Data were analyzed with SPSS version 21 software. Data are presented as mean±SD, numeric data are presented as percentage (%). The correlation analysis was made with Pearson analysis. P<0.05 was considered statically significant. T-test and Mann-Whitney tests were done for analyzing parametric and non parametric variables.

**Results**

In this study, 100 patients were enrolled and randomly divided in two groups. Fifty patients were located in dexmedetomidine group (D) and 50 patients in remifentanil group(R). No significant differences were found between the age, gender, ASA and operation time (P=NS). Heart rate, MAP and SpO₂ before surgery in both groups were the same (P=NS) (Table 1-2).

MAP and heart rate significantly were lower in
Comparison in Cognition State by N-Back Test
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Patients in dexmedetomidine group spent less time to answer the questions and the rapidity of working memory in dexmedetomidine group was even higher than remifentanil group (P=0.03, Table 4).

Table 1 - Demographic and anthropometric data of groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group D</th>
<th>Group R</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>50.26±9.44</td>
<td>51.9±10.02</td>
<td>0.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>69.00±5.63</td>
<td>70.46±6.64</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>30/20</td>
<td>26/24</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of surgery</td>
<td>35.03±7.62</td>
<td>37.73±6.29</td>
<td>0.411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 - Preoperative comparison of heart rate (HR, beat/min), mean arterial pressure (MAP, mmHg) and O2 saturation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group D</th>
<th>Group R</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse rate</td>
<td>73.3±5.2</td>
<td>73.1±4.5</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>96.3±5.5</td>
<td>95.2±6.6</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2 Saturation</td>
<td>98.4±0.5</td>
<td>98.5±0.5</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 - Postoperative comparison of heart rate (HR, beat/min), mean arterial pressure (MAP, mmHg) and O2 saturation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group D</th>
<th>Group R</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse rate</td>
<td>65.4±7.6</td>
<td>72.1±4.5</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>76.3±5.4</td>
<td>85.2±8.6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2 Saturation</td>
<td>98.8±0.6</td>
<td>98.9±0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 - Accuracy and speed of reaction in N-back test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group R</th>
<th>Group D</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>42.05±1.76</td>
<td>45.65±2.96</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction speed</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

In monitored anesthesia care, depending on the dosage of anesthetic medications used, sedation level may spread beyond the planned level, even result in general anesthesia, and cardiorespiratory depression may happen. In order to avoid such problem, patients should be monitored closely [3]. In this study all patients were monitored before and after the drug infusions with ECG, SpO2, BIS, noninvasive MAP and with ECG, MAP and SpO2, in the recovery room.

Sedation under monitored anesthesia care with dexmedetomidine kept the conscious sedation and analgesia at suitable level in all patients scheduled for cataract surgery comparing in terms of hemodynamic, sedation, analgesia, postoperative cognitive functions, and recovery. However, the dexmedetomidine group had less postoperative cognitive function disturbance. Heart rate and MAP were lower in the group D than the group R that could be due to diminished sympathetic response and circulatory catecholamine in this group. The n-back task, rather than complex extent, is a main measure in surveys of the neurological substrates of immediate memory. N-back tasks are continuous-recognition measures that demonstrate stimulus sequences, such as images or letters; for each item in the order, people evaluate whether it matches the one showed n items ago. N-back has face validity as a working memory (WM) task because participants must keep and update a dynamic practice set while answering to each item [13].

This study showed that, in dexmedetomidine group, the working memory kept unchanged, the time spent to answer...
the n-back task was less and the rapidity of working memory was higher comparing with remifentanil group. In this regard no previous study was performed to compare the results. Moreover; sedation with dexmedetomidine cause less cognitive function disturbance comparing with remifentanil.

Arain and Ebert showed the same results when compared the hemodynamic changes between dexmedetomidine and propofol for sedation in surgery under local anesthesia [14].

The elderly patients are at risk of cognitive dysfunction. The nature of POCD is subtle so it might be recognized only by the patient’s relatives. Therefore, for its detection, neuropsychological exam is required [15]. In several ways, early cognitive dysfunction may affect the recovery period. Hospital discharge and return to work maybe postponed due to delayed physical and emotional rehabilitation. Also, it can affect the accelerated care plans, which encourage a shorter hospital stay and quick independence. These complications may be incorrectly attributed to drugs or complications of surgery and anesthesia [16]. On the first day after general anesthesia, it can rarely cause weak cognitive dysfunction. Under general anesthesia, Cognitive function in mice with splenectomy was significantly worsened at the first and third days after surgery, dexmedetomidine considerably enhanced the cognitive function. In hippocampus, the expression of IL-1β, TNF-α, Bax and caspase-3 increased after splenectomy. Dexametomidine significantly inversed these changes [6].

Different studies showed that POCD is a result of anesthesia. Egi et al., Ni et al. and Jing et al. showed that duration of anesthesia and dose of anesthetic drugs affect the cognitive function while Wei et al. reported that different anesthetic drugs had different effects on cognitive function [17-19]. POCD described as a condition in which post-operative MMSE score decreased 2 or more points comparing before surgery. In this study, preoperative MMSE score was not significantly different between two groups while postoperative MMSE decreased significantly in remifentanil group. Meanwhile dexmedetomidine revealed no statistical difference in postoperative MMSE score. These results were compatible with William-Russo et al. study which showed that there was no POCD after epidural anesthesia under controlled hypotension with dexmedetomidine [20]. Townes et al. reported no decrease in MMSE in young patients after induced hypotension [21]. In our study we used MMSE test for assessment of cognitive function in patients. MMSE is a valid, easy and short test that can be used at bed side.

Maghwy et al. compared the effects of dexmedetomidine and esmolol on brain oxygen saturation in patients that underwent controlled hypoventilation for shoulder arthroscopy. One of the reasons of cognitive disorders is decreased brain blood flow during hypotension. Brain blood oxygen monitoring is not a routine monitoring during anesthesia. no significant difference in MMSE score was reported between two groups before and after surgery because of saving brain blood oxygenation during surgery even with controlled hypotension (55mmHg < MAP < 65 mmHg). They stated that dexmedetomidine is a safer drug than esmolol [22].

For a broad range of surgical procedures under MAC, DEX is an effective usual sedative providing better patient satisfaction, less respiratory depression and less opioid requirements, comparing with placebo rescued with fentanyl and midazolam [23]. Our results were in contrast to the findings of Mohamed et al. who could not verify that Dexametomidine infusion can be a helpful adjuvant in general anesthesia to reduce risk of POCD [24]. Removing the confounding factors is a matter of concern in this study. These factors include demographic variations, comorbidities and drug abuse history. The inability to follow up the patients was the limitation we faced in this study because all patients were discharged 6 hours post operation.

Conclusion

This study showed that dexmedetomidine is a safe drug for saving cognitive function and hemodynamic state in mustard gas veterans. It might be due to its analgesic, sedative and anxiolytic effects. Anxiety is an important factor in cognitive disorders.
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